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Teacher s Book Do you use English as part of your studies? Then you need The Skills in English
Course. The course builds the skills required for lectures, tutorials, reading research and written
assignments in English. Listening skills include: * listening and making notes; * listening for gist; *
making inferences; * and writing a summary. Speaking skills include: * talking about researched
information; * narrating a story; * talking about past and present customs; * and expressing an
opinion. Reading skills include: * transferring information; * recognizing the writer s point of view; *
reacting to a text; * and identifying missing information. Writing skills include: * writing topic
sentences; * summarizing with topic sentences; * linking sentences; * and paraphrasing. The Skills in
English Course prepares students for entry into English-medium study. It is also ideal for students
who wish to improve their scores in skill-based examinations for university entry requirements, such
as the International English Language Testing System (IELTS). Rather than focusing on exam
preparation, The...
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Reviews
Complete information for publication fanatics. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading period of time. I am happy to explain how this is actually the
greatest publication i actually have read inside my own daily life and may be he finest ebook for possibly.
-- Ms. Heidi Ra th
This book is very gripping and fascinating. Of course, it can be perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just pleased to explain
how this is basically the finest publication i have go through within my very own lifestyle and might be he best pdf for possibly.
-- Pr of. B eula h Sta r k
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